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✁

Syllabus :

English

Listening and Speaking
I. Listen carefully to the text read out by your teach. Then discuss why we should save trees.
(5M)

II. You read about how Raman made everyone laugh when he acted funny.

(5M)

Reading
I. Answer the following questions.

(6 x 1 = 6M)

1. Why did the king forgive Tenali ?
______________________________________________________________________________
2. Why did the king choose Raman for one of his ministers ?
______________________________________________________________________________
3. What did the king tell him to do when he got angry ?
______________________________________________________________________________
4. What did Sohanlal tell Kishore to do ?
______________________________________________________________________________
5. Whom did Kishore live with after his mother died ?
______________________________________________________________________________

✁

6. What stories did Kishore’s mother tell him ?
______________________________________________________________________________
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II. State whether the following sentences are true or false.
1. Tha lady played tunes with her chin.

___________________

2. The lady’s chin was like the point of a pin.

___________________

3. The lady’s chin was short.

___________________

4. The lady purchased a guitar.

___________________

(4 x 1 = 4M)

Writing
I. This was the thing Clever Ram had placed on his head. Have you ever seen it ? Write a few lines
about it.

(5 x 1 = 5M)

1. What is it called ?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Have you seen one being made ?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What is it made of ?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What is it used for ?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Who makes it ?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

II. In groups of three, make a poster about five good habits. Write the habits in big letters. Draw
pictures around it. Show your poster to your classmates.
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Grammar
I. Choose the correct word to complete each compound word.

(4 x 1 = 4M)

1. The butter ____________________________ had blue wings. (lace / fly)

✁

2. Please get me a flower ________________________________ ( truck / pot)
3. I washed the dirty table ________________________________ (fish / cloth)
4. Tom found some sea ________________________________ at the beach. (side / weed)
II. Use the correct adjectives from the box and complete the sentences.
soft

ripe

tall

happy

funny

(3 x 1 = 3M)

hot

1. Oh ! It is such a _______________________ day.
2. My bed is very _____________________________.
3. Everyone likes her, she is a _________________________ girl.
III. Complete the sentences using ‘these’ ‘some’ and ‘any’.

(3 x 1 = 3M)

1. Has he any bottles ? Has he any cups ?
He _________________________________ but _____________________________________
2. Has he any apples ? Has he any oranges ?
He has ________________________ apples but does not have _________________ oranges.
3. Has she any flowers ? Has she any stickers ?
She _________________________________ but ___________________________________

Vocabulary

✁

I. Circle the word that means the same as the question.

(5 x 1 = 5M)

1. Empty

–

vacant

whole

complete

2. Help

–

eat

assist

happy

3. House

–

villa

country

street

4. Easy

–

simple

true

clean

5. Angry

–

lovely

shy

furious
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II. Answer the questions with.

(3 x 1 = 3M)

yes, I do

No, I do not

No, he does not

yes, she does

yes, we do

yes, he does

1. Do you learn English in shcool ?
______________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you sing songs at home ?
______________________________________________________________________________
3. Do you live on the moon ?
______________________________________________________________________________

III. Fill in the blanks with ‘in’ to make new words.

(2 x 1 = 2M)

1. P u m p k ____ ____
2. M ____ ____ t
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